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Send Us Your Comments
Aras Corporation welcomes your comments and suggestions on the quality and usefulness of this
document. Your input is an important part of the information used for future revisions.
o

Did you find any errors?

o

Is the information clearly presented?

o

Do you need more information? If so, where and what level of detail?

o

Are the examples correct? Do you need more examples?

o

What features did you like most?

If you find any errors or have any other suggestions for improvement, indicate the document title, and the
chapter, section, and page number (if available).
You can send comments to us in the following ways:
Email:
Support@aras.com
Subject: Aras Innovator Documentation
Or,
Postal service:
Aras Corporation
300 Brickstone Square
Suite 700
Andover, MA 01810
Attention: Aras Innovator Documentation
Or,
FAX:
978-794-9826
Attn: Aras Innovator Documentation
If you would like a reply, provide your name, email address, address, and telephone number.
If you have usage issues with the software, visit http://www.aras.com/support/
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Document Conventions
The following table highlights the document conventions used in the document:
Table 1:

Document Conventions

Convention

Description

Bold

This shows the names of menu items, dialog boxes, dialog
box elements, and commands.
Example: Click OK.

Code

Code examples appear in courier text. It may represent
text you type or data you read.

Yellow highlight

Code with yellow highlight is used to draw attention to the
code that is being indicated in the content.

Yellow highlight
with red text

Red color text with yellow highlight is used to indicate the
code parameter that needs to be changed or replaced.

Italics

Reference to other documents.

Note:

Notes contain additional useful information.

Warning

Warning contains important information. Pay special
attention to information highlighted this way.

Successive menu
choices

Successive menu choices may appear with a greater than
sign (-->) between the items that you will select
consecutively.
Example: Navigate to File --> Save --> OK.
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1 Backup
An important consideration for any organization is protecting their company data through backup.
Without a current backup, even companies that employ a mirrored hard drive configuration may only
realize limited recoverability.
To help protect against data loss, Aras recommends that companies running Aras Innovator software,
plan for and implement regular system and data backups. This plan includes the purchase of a dedicated
backup device and media, an appropriate backup schedule, periodic test restores to verify backup
integrity, and off-site storage of current or recent complete system backups. A backup plan should also
include an associated plan for how to restore the data.

1.1 Importance of Backup
Regular backup of hard disks prevents data loss and damage caused by hard disk failures, power
outages, virus infection, and many other possible computer problems. Backing up program files,
databases, vault storage files and configuration files on your servers is vital to planning a reliable and
functional operation. You must back up your data so that you can restore important information or
settings, if problems occur.
Numerous unexpected events can cause data loss. Natural disasters, power outages, theft, user error,
viruses, and hardware failures are all potential causes for partial or total data loss. Adequate backup and
recovery procedures are your insurance against a serious disruption in business processes. The real
cost of having a good backup plan in place can only be fully appreciated when critical data is lost.
The business impact of lost and potentially unrecoverable data is typically larger than the up-front
investment of purchasing backup hardware and implementing a backup plan. Lost data and system
downtime could result in lost revenue and the inability to conduct regular business. A valid and tested
current complete backup can protect against data loss and substantially reduce recovery downtime.

1.2 Types of Backup
There are 3 commonly used types of backups: Complete, Incremental, and Differential.


Complete: A complete backup copies all files in their entirety. With complete backups, you need
only the most recent copy of the backup file to restore all the files.



Incremental: An incremental backup copies only those files that were created or changed since
the last complete or incremental backup. If you implement a combination of complete and
incremental backups, you must have the most recent complete backup set, as well as all the
incremental backup sets, to restore your data. It is important to note that incremental backups
must be restored in the order they were backed up.



Differential: A differential backup copies files that were created or changed since the last
complete backup. If you implement a combination of complete and differential backups, you must
have the last complete and last differential backup sets to restore your data.
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The following table compares the three most common types of backups.
Table 2:

Common Backup Types

Backup type

Advantages

Complete



Incremental

Differential

Disadvantages

Easy-to-find files
because normal
backups are always
on a current backup of
your system.



Most time consuming
when backing up.





Backups become
redundant, if files do
not change frequently.

When restoring data,
requires only the
normal backup.



Requires more disk,
tape, or network drive
space.



Requires the least
amount of data
storage space.





Least time consuming
when backing up.

Difficult to find files
because they can be
on several different
media.



When restoring data,
requires normal
backup first and then
each incremental
backup in order.



Longer restoration
time than if files were
on a single medium.



If large amounts of
data change daily,
longer backup time is
required.



Backs up all files that
were added or
changed since the last
complete backup.



Backs up only files
that were added or
changed since the last
complete or
incremental backup.



When restoring,
requires only the last
complete backup and
last differential
backup.
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1.3 Storage Devices
Storage technology changes rapidly, so it is important to research the merits of various media before you
make a decision. When selecting a storage device, consider drive and media costs, as well as reliability
and capacity.

Media Types
The most common type of storage medium for backup is a removable media backup device (4mm DAT,
Digital Storage Tape Drive, JAZ Drive, or similar high-capacity backup device). Backups can also be
stored on another hard drive or network drive. However, off-site storage helps protect your data in the
event of a disaster.

Size
An ideal storage device has sufficient capacity to back up the entire database and can also detect and
correct errors during backup and restore operations. It is important to consider future demands when
determining media size requirements.

Number of Media Units
A sufficient number of media units should be purchased to implement your backup plan for one year. For
example, if you are using a tape backup method, you should consider how many tapes you need over the
course of a year and then purchase as many tapes as possible up front. Worn tapes should also be
replaced per the manufacturer’s recommendation. Failing to purchase the sufficient quantity of media to
implement your backup plan can potentially limit its effectiveness.

Speed
Consider the bus and media speed. Depending on the amount of data you need to back up, you may
require a faster device.

1.4 What Needs to be Backed Up
Identify all data assets that should be backed up. For your Innovator implementation, these assets
include, but are not limited to:


Database files



Vault storage files



Program files



Configuration files

Conduct a review of projects and materials that are stored on central servers, and mainframes in your
facility to ensure that you have identified all required components.
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2 Developing a Backup Plan
Utilizing the appropriate hardware and media, a backup plan is essentially a thorough media rotation
schedule. A backup schedule helps ensure data recoverability over time and covers the maximum
number of data loss contingencies. Your backup plan must be consistently implemented and tested. You
should regularly check the backup logs and perform scheduled test restores to ensure backups are being
completed successfully.
It is also recommended that you regularly store complete backups off-site. This protects the company’s
data in the event of a fire or other natural disaster. It is important to rotate the media that you store offsite as part of the backup plan.

2.1 Backup and Recovery Strategy
When you are planning a backup and recovery strategy, you need to consider the following factors:


Database availability
What is the database availability requirement for business operations? Is it required for
7X24X365 availability or only during standard business hours? According to the availability
requirement, different database backup methods and frequencies may be adopted.



Data loss tolerance
How much data can you afford to lose due to a database crash? Can you afford to lose one day
or one week’s worth of data in the event of a database crash? Can you re-enter user data if there
is a database failure? If your database cannot tolerate data loss due to failure, then a good data
protection backup method needs to be adopted.



Recovery time
How much time can you afford to spend recovering a database in the event of a crash? Different
backup methods have different recovery times. Physical methods for backup and recovery are
much faster than logical backups, and backups to disk are much faster than to tape. Recovery is
also much faster from disk than from tape.



Technical skills
What are the technical skills of your database or systems administrator? Some backup methods
require more database knowledge than others.



Hardware or software investment
How much hardware or software investment do you want to put into to the system? Some
advanced features, such as high availability, require more of an investment in hardware and
software. You can determine the safest backup method for your environment based on database
requirements, database running mode, and your recovery scenario. However, the final decisions
about the backup and recovery strategy you use is beyond the scope of this document.
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2.2 Implementing Backup Procedures
For best backup results, follow these guidelines:


Schedule online backups when there is minimal database access.



Have a fixed schedule for online backups so users can plan for database slowdowns.



Test your backup strategy to see if it is effective; make changes if any area is weak.



Plan to save several versions back; choose to retain enough versions for your business needs.



Perform database consistency checks before export or after import.



Back up the master database before and after it is altered; if you save the original database
creation scripts, you can use the same scripts to recreate it.



For a distributed system, plan on coordinating backup procedures so each site can be backed up
individually without destroying the integrity of the data at other sites.



Some databases recommend that you export and re-import the database on a monthly basis to
maintain optimum performance.

2.3 Backing Up a SQL Server Database
The following steps walk you through a complete database backup operation for SQL Server using the
SQL Server Enterprise Manager. This procedure is provided as a guideline only. The steps for your
operation may differ based on the type of backup you are performing and your backup storage
(Destination) media type.
1. Start SQL Server Enterprise Manager.
2. Expand the tree under Console Root until you get to the Databases folder.
3. Select the database that you require to backup.
4. Right click on the database and navigate to All Tasks > Backup Database…
5. Make sure the correct database is selected in the Database field.
6. In the Name field, enter a name for the backup (Description is optional).
7. Choose Database – complete from the backup options.
8. Click Add… in the Destination area to set the folder and name for the backup file.
9. Choose the appropriate Overwrite method (Append or Overwrite existing)
10. Click OK to begin the backup process.

2.4 Backing Up Vault Storage
Information in the Aras Innovator database is used to manage physical files that are stored in a separate
vault location. In order to maintain system integrity and reliability, the vault storage files must be backed
up when the database is backed up. Vault storage files are stored in a directory tree structure on a file
server.
Note:

It is possible to have any number of vault storage areas on any number of servers. All vault
locations must be backed up in conjunction with a database backup.
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If the backups are not performed in tandem, it is possible for a restored database to point to files that do
not exist.

2.5 Backing Up Program Files
Innovator is a web-based application running on a web server. The Aras Innovator program files are
stored in a directory tree structure on a web server. These files do not contain data, and therefore do not
change unless the version of the application is updated. It is recommended that the application be
backed up when new versions of the software are installed. It is not necessary to back up the program
files on a frequent basis.

2.6 Backing Up Configuration Files
There are a small number of configuration files that are used to control Innovator operation. These files
are critical to the proper operation of Aras Innovator. These files do not change unless some aspect of
the configuration is changed, such as a new database being added. However, the files are quite small,
so you may choose to back up the files as part of your regular backup procedures. The files that need to
be backed up are:
Table 3:

File

Could
be
renamed

Purpose

Default or
common
location

InnovatorServerConfig.XML

√

Contains database
configuration information and
license key. Actual name and
location of this file is
determined by the contents of
the Innovator.XML file

Root the
installation
folder

VaultServerConfig.XML

√

Provides name and location
of vault. Actual name and
location of this file is
determined by the
VaultServer.XML file at the
vault URL location.

Root the
installation
folder

Note:
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3 Data Recovery
In the case of system failure, recovery procedures use previous backups to recreate a system that is as
complete, accurate, and up-to-date as possible. Backups may also be used to restore data that has been
inadvertently deleted or modified.

3.1 Recovery Strategy
When faced with the prospect of restoring data from backups, it is important to consider exactly what
needs to be restored. The goal of effective data recovery is to restore the data that has been lost or
destroyed without affecting files that are correct. It is extremely important to know and understand what
files must be restored as a unit. For example, if you need to restore the database, then you must also
restore the vault storage to ensure that pointers are correct.

3.2 Recovering Databases
The following steps walk you through a complete database restore operation for SQL Server using the
SQL Server Enterprise Manager. This procedure is provided as a guideline only. The steps for your
operation may differ based on the type of backup you are restoring from and your backup storage media
type.
1. Start SQL Server Enterprise Manager.
2. Expand tree under Console Root until you get to the Databases folder.
3. Select the database that you want to restore.
4. Right click on the database and navigate to All Tasks > Restore Database…
5. Make sure the correct database is selected in the Database field.
6. Choose From device from the Restore options.
7. Click Select Devices… to open dialog box to locate source.
8. Click Add… in the Restore From area.
9. Locate the source file to restore and click OK.
10. Click OK on the earlier dialog to return back to the Restore dialog.
11. Choose Database – complete from the Restore options.
12. Click OK to begin the restore process.

3.3 Recovering Vault Storage Files
In order to maintain system integrity and reliability, the vault storage files should be restored up when the
database is restored. Vault storage files are stored in a directory tree structure on a file server.
Note:

It is possible to have any number of vault storage areas on any number of servers. All vault
locations must be restored in conjunction with a database restore.

If the restore operations are not performed in tandem, it is possible for a restored database to point to
files that do not exist.
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3.4 Recovering Program Files
The Innovator program files are stored in a directory tree structure on a web server. There are also DLL
files that must be registered as part of the installation procedure. In the case of lost or damaged files, the
program files can be restored from backup. However, if the server system files have also been lost, it
may be necessary to re-install the application rather than simply restore the program files.

3.5 Recovering Configuration Files
Innovator configuration files are quite small and change infrequently. They can be restored from backup
or can be recreated from scratch with little effort.

3.6 Complete System Recovery
If your server stops working properly, or if you want to revert your system to a previous state, you may
want to completely restore from a system backup.
Note:

This is an operation that should not be taken lightly, as all changes to the system done since the
last backup may then be irremediably lost.
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4 Best Practices
No industry today can do away without engaging in a working and efficient data protection plan. Data
being the life and blood of any enterprise, protecting it becomes an inevitable task. All it needs for
corporate data to be safe and secure is a sound and wise investment in a backup and restore strategy
and its implementation. If an organization considers data important, then it must focus on data protection
and adhere to common best practices.

4.1 Adhere to a regular and frequent backup schedule
The best way to insure that backups are done in a consistent and timely manner is to establish a backup
schedule. When creating a backup schedule, the ultimate goal is the ability to restore the entire system,
or systems, in a reasonable amount of time. However, disaster recovery is not the only consideration.
Daily convenience also needs to be taken into account. A good backup scheme should incorporate an
easy way to restore individual files that may inadvertently get deleted. Other considerations include the
amount of time needed to do backups and how much that interferes with daily use of the system.

4.2 Document your backup and recovery procedures
Documentation is one of the key components to having a successful disaster recovery process. Without
documentation it is very difficult to perform a planned recovery. What happens in most instances is that
the recovery process is handled in a fire-fighting mode. Several actions are taken to fix the problem at
hand, without knowing what fixed the problem, or possibly creating subsequent problems.

4.3 Automate as many backup tasks as possible
Automate all possible jobs and maintenance plans on the server for things such as database backups,
integrity checks, transaction log backups, etc. Automation ensures that the tasks are done consistently
and quickly, making it less likely that tasks are skipped or ignored.

4.4 Create and retain backup logs
It is best to always choose to create a backup log for each backup and print the files for reference. Keep
a book of logs to make it easier to locate specific files. The backup log is helpful when restoring data; you
can print it or read it from any text editor. Also, if the tape containing the backup set catalog is corrupted,
the printed log can help you locate a file.

4.5 Keep backups in more than one location
It is recommended that an organization keep at least three copies of the backup media. Keep at least
one copy off-site in a properly-controlled environment.
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4.6 Perform Trial restorations
You do not want to discover the flaws in your backup and recovery procedure when you are trying to
restore data. Perform a trial restoration periodically to verify that your files were properly backed up. A
trial restoration can uncover hardware problems that do not show up when you verify software.
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